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SMART Accounting

SMART Accounting offers you full control over the company’s financial functions. It allows you to dynamically add/delete Accounts to your chart of accounts, generate daily journals, monitor daily transactions, control customer ledgers, and generate American journal. SMART Accounting gives you updated and instantaneous information of any account balance at any point of time.

SMART Accounting offers you:

* Customized Inclusive multiple level Chart of Accounts.
* Flexible journal generation from invoices, payment receipts, and release notes…etc.
* Fully customized reports with flexible accounts categorization.
* Full compatibility with Microsoft Office programs.
* Integra-table with SMART Inventory and SMART HR.
* Full control of user access and privileges and confidential data checks.

On-site or Online ?!
ITQAN helps you deploy the Smart Solution on-site on your servers, or host it online on ITQAN’s cloud to get the benefits of your solution with reduced initial investment.

Move Smartly to the future